
In 1993, cellarmaster Jean-Pierre Mareigner decided to pursue a project that had originated 
with Albert Gosset (15th generation, 1915-1991) — a prestige cuvée that would represent the 
best of Champagne Gosset. Thus was born CELEBRIS, a 1988 vintage cuvée, sold for the first 
time in 1995. This cuvée is the culmination of the Gosset style and immediately joined other 
high-end champagnes in its class. The great aromatic complexity and beautiful finesse that 
distinguishes this wine mean it can be paired with the most elaborate dishes. 

VINEYARD SOURCES:  Ambonnay, Avenay, Avize, Aÿ, Bouzy, Cramant, Cuis, Cumières, Trépail, 
Vertus, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger

MALOLACTIC FERMENTATION:  None

TIME SPENT IN CELLARS PRIOR TO DISGORGING:  12 years

DOSAGE:  Extra Brut (4.8 g/L)

 

VARIETAL COMPOSITION:  54% Chardonnay, 46% Pinot Noir

TASTING NOTES:  A deep yellow color illuminated by fine and abundant perlage.The nose is 
floral with touches of white acacia flowers, jasmine and mimosa. There are also fruity notes 
of pear and mirabelle plum. The bouquet is rich and heady, vinous but airy. The mouth is 
characterized by marked pastry aromas: pear cake, vanilla madeleine, biscuit with a spoon, 
sabayon...The end of the mouth is long and saline.

CELLARMASTER NOTES: “A Grand Vin before being a Grand Champagne. This exceptional cuvée 
is distinguished by its rarity. This vintage is only the 8th edition of Gosset Celebris Vintage in 
the past 34 years. It is offered in a limited edition of 15,000 bottles. Time is part of the essence 
and personality of Celebris. It contributes to the expression of the style of this confidential 
cuvée.” — Odilon de Varine

SUGGESTED SERVING TEMPERATURES:  Between 10° C and 12° C (50° F and 53° F)

SUGGESTED PAIRINGS: Pairs perfectly with cheeses or meats such as poultry, dumplings or even 
sweetbreads and will particularly surprise you with skate wing or Arctic char.
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